Confluent Medical Technologies BFM-4410 - More balloons, higher-quality, repeatable results for predictable, greater balloon yields.

Descriptive:
The Confluent Medical Technologies BFM-4410 is designed to produce a trio of high-strength polymer balloons using a stretch, blow molding process. Balloons are formed from precision extruded balloon tubing inside a metal mold. The BFM-4410 provides optimal synchronization of heating, axial stretching and internal tubing pressurization for all 3 water jacket channels producing high-quality, consistent balloons.

Three is Better than One:
Confluent Medical developed a new blow-molding process to be able to form three balloons with the same high-quality results. The Confluent Medical balloon forming equipment BFM-4410 has newer components and technology to allow repeatability for a trio of balloons in one forming cycle thereby reducing overall cycle and setup times.

Advancements in the balloon forming process include improved accuracy in pressure and flow rates through all three channels simultaneously resulting in consistent yields for all three formed balloons.

Operators are able to setup the BFM-4410 for all 3 channels and then run with the touch of a button improving efficiency and reducing setup time.

Confluent Medical recommends purchasing the CPS-1000 parison stretcher in tandem with the Confluent Medical BFM-4410. The CPS-1000 has enhanced software built-in that adds a parison conditioning step to insure blowing the balloon from the center for ideal results.
High-efficiency Triple Water Jacket:
A water jacket is the balloon forming machine module that facilitates mold heating and cooling. Confluent Medical high-efficiency triple water jackets create a more uniform thermal profile, shorter process times and repeatable ramping capabilities. All three balloons are formed with wall-thickness consistency as a result of the uniform thermal profiling. The high-efficiency water jacket provides better control and cycle times, resulting in improved balloon yields.

- Repeatable and smooth thermal ramping
- Stable plateau
- Quicker thermal stability
- Uniform heating of circumference and length of molds

Precision Pressure and Flow Control:
Confluent Medical BFM-4410 equipment enhancements provide for more precise control over both flow rate and flow pressure for balloon forming. These improvements allow for uniform shaping for all three balloons during a single cycle.

The improved flow and pressure control allows for increased expansion ratio that lead to thinner walls, lower compliance and higher burst capability than currently available on single balloon producing models. This control also reduces material stress, lessening defects such as fish eyes.

Perfecting the Process Requires Exacting Equipment:
Confluent Medical balloon forming equipment provides very accurate and repeatable control for processing high-quality balloons with tight tolerances in an extensive variety of sizes, shapes and material capabilities.

Confluent Medical is known for creating balloon forming equipment that delivers consistent performance, reduced cycle times, increased yields and higher quality, along with real-time balloon forming profiling. Now, the Confluent Medical BFM-4410 takes balloon forming equipment to the next level, offering high-quality balloons with greater balloon yields and production capabilities.